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Beautyon a budget
A design-serv\,Ti couple update their cook space usin$ cabinets
and appliances frorrr a big-box store, and durable vinyl tile
BY DEBRA JUDGE SILBER T PHOTOGRAPHS BY ELLEN MCDERMOTT
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A A SUCCESSFUL RENIODELING
Y projecr requires vision. Lucky for Kim
and Jeff Shake, both graphic designers, being

able to visualize an idea-in this case a spiffy
new kitchen-is part of what they do.

'When the couple bought their custom

1,957 ranch in Trumbull, CT, they were

wowed by the built-ins and oversize

windows. The kitchen was another matter.
\Wood-trimmed laminate cabinets were

holdovers from the 1980s, and a peninsula

with cabinets hanging over it cut the kitchen
off from the dining room. The small side-by-

side refrigerator and 24-inch wall oven were

no match for the family of four, either.

It took nearly four years of planning

before the Shakes raised sledgehammers to
the old cabinets. They replaced them with
units bought at and installed by IKEA, which

they figure saved them $3,000. Impressed

with the quality they bought most of their
appliances there, too, applying the savings

toward a large French-door fridge. Jeff
helped with plumbing and electrical hookups.

But the scene-stealer is the floor. Kim pored

over many plaid patterns to devise one using

four colors of vinyl composition tile, which

she bought online. When she and Jeff laid the

tiles, she says she knew her vision was 20120.

" We were like, this is fantasticl "

BEFORE The kitchen had 198Os
oak-trimmed laminate cabinets
and an awkward peninsula with
cabinets suspended above it.

AFTER Cool-gray raised-Panel
cabinets strike just the right
balance between traditional
and trendy. An island offers a

gathering place that doesn't cut
the kitchen off from the dining
room. Cabinets, stnk, cooktop
ovens; lKEA. Floor ttle: Armstrong
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With the old cabinets out of the picture,
the Shakes' kitchen is now bright,
welcoming, and fully open to the
adjacent dining room.

after
Removing the peninsula and the cabinets
above it opened up the space for better
flow; an island provides a place to gather

ll Kept the
original sliding

pocket windows.
but swapped in

an extra-deep
double-bowl

farmhouse sink.

before
The sinkandappliance

Iayout worked, but a
peninsuia isolated the cook

12'9"

open to
dining room

d/Y."

cooktop

2] Connected
the kitchen to

the dining room
by removing the

peninsula and
the cabinets

hanging above it.

to
garage

- 3l Added an
island for meal
prep. buffet
staging, and
socializing.

'41 Replaced
an undercabinet
vent hood with
an airier
chimney style.

' 5l Centered a
new, larger
model on the
fridge wall, with
smaller cabinets
on one side.

tofamily
room

l-----71
I island II lmrcro./
I I oven
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"They had a blast," Kim says of sons Kyle, 8
(foreground), and Luke,1O, who helped with the
kitchen demolition. Handy Jeff is holdingthe
family beagle, Pixie.
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A message board
near the fridge serves
as a family
information hub,
where school forms
waiting to be filled
out share space with
prized artwork and
aced tests. Fddge: GE
Monogram

The home's large,
original windows-
including these
pocket windows over
the sink-were a big
draw. The sink
location stayed the
same, but the
existing stainless-
steel model was
ditched for a hefty
farmhouse style.
Faucet: Kohler.
Sink: IKEA
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FOR IVORE INFOR[,4ATION. SEE DIRECTORY. PAGE 74


